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Dear Ag Industry Associate,
The forward margins for hog and dairy producers continue to present phenomenal opportunities to protect profitability well into 2015, while those of crop and
beef cattle producers are looking more challenging for the upcoming year. The
different outlooks for these industries illustrate the importance of having a plan
to address opportunities when they present themselves. This issue of Margin
Manager addresses the importance of having a good plan in place, and how
sticking to that plan can breed success over the long term.
We have discussed the topic of having a margin management plan in previous
issues, but this month we studied a group of clients who shared success stories
with us following their plans over the past several years. Our feature article,
“What Margin Management Makes Possible,” tells the story of these producers
who were able to achieve long-term goals through careful planning and execution of a margin management plan.
In executing a plan, many of our clients find that having a strong team in place
to reinforce the goals and objectives is critical to success. We sat down with
senior hog consultants, David Ward and Gavin McPherson, to talk about the
critical role lenders play in margin management and some of the tools CIH has
created to help producers manage margins.
As always, the latest Margin Watch projections for the crop, beef, hog and
dairy industries are included as we track how profitability has changed over the
month, and the factors driving those changes.
Sincerely,
Chip Whalen
Managing Editor
V.P. Of Education & Research
CIH

Upcoming Margin
Management Seminars
Beef, Sep 16 (Twin Falls)
Lenders - Sep 17-18 (Chicago)

Managing Editor, Chip Whalen is the Vice President of Education and
Research for CIH, a leader in Margin Management. He teaches margin seminars throughout the country and can be reached at cwhalen@cihedging.com

Hog, Dec 9-10 (Chicago)
Crop, Dec 17-18 (Chicago)

Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss.

Discussions

A Conversation with Hog Margin
Consultants, David Ward and
Gavin McPherson
This interview was conducted by Brendan Dorais,
Vice President of Business Development, CIH.

Q: You’ve helped hog producers manage profit
margins for over ten years. Tell me how you’ve
seen the role of the producer’s lender change.
A: The role of the lender has changed as the risk
to the producer has changed. 10-15 years ago
packers were offering cost plus or window
contracts. For most producers, this was a large
part of their risk management plan. As those
contracts went away more risk management fell
on the producers shoulders. Over the last 5 years
hog production has become increasingly capital
intensive. Building and operational costs have
increased, with the drought in 2012 feed prices
have increased and only recently have come
down, and with PED there is added human
resource and transportation costs to keep the
inventory you have to market. All of this has led to
needing more capital to run and build a business
and relying more on a good lender to understand
and fund it.
Q: Given the critical role of the lender in a
margin management plan, at what point in the
planning process do you recommend producers involve their lender?
A: One of our first activities with a client is to help
them identify how much price risk they are
exposed to in corn, soybean meal, distillers and
hogs. We then work with our clients to build a
margin management policy. Generally, the policy
consists of profit margin levels that trigger coverage using pre-approved contracting methods and
strategies that can go out as far as 18 months into
the future. Once the client has reached this point
with CIH, it is time to describe that plan to the

CIH understands the importance of
the “team concept” and has
invested heavily in building tools
that were specifically designed to
foster this collaboration … to make
things transparent … to facilitate
communication.

lender. We work closely with the client to help the
lender understand the plan and provide the lender
with regular updates. We strongly encourage
regular reviews of the margin management plan
with the lender. Many times we find that the more
informed the lender is kept on a regular basis on
how the client is protecting strong forwards
margins the more comfort they have on supporting not only the margining of that position but also
the growth initiatives the client has in their operation.
Q: To what extent does the lender stay
involved in your relationship with the
producer?
A: As much as the producer would like. CIH
understands the importance of the “team concept”
and has invested heavily in building tools that
were specifically designed to foster this
collaboration…to make things transparent…to
facilitate communication. In some cases, clients
have asked to create a view only login for lenders
to the client’s website so they can keep a very
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close track of what is going on. In most cases,
however, it will be a quarterly or annual meeting
with the lender to specifically address current and
forward positions and goals for risk management
into the future.
Q: Give me an example of a helpful tool
created by CIH.
A: One powerful tool is the Capital Monitor. It
monitors a producer’s capital outlay of exchangetraded positions, which you can stress-test with
hypothetical changes in the market. For example,
given my current position what if feed came down
10% while hog went up 10%, what would my
capital requirement be? Also what if I added 15%
to my position and then that happened. It allows
both the client and lender to test what if scenarios
so everyone is informed on potential increases or
decreases in markets and how that may affect an
operation’s margins and their capital requirements. These are all tools that work towards
keeping everyone informed.
Q: Tell us about a recent success story
regarding a new margin management client
and their lender?
A: This summer we had a relatively new client
protecting a small percentage of their operation’s
margin and wanted to add more margin protection. They didn’t believe their lender would
support a larger loan for them because of hedge
losses on existing positions due to the strong
cash markets we were experiencing. Our first step
was to have a meeting with the client and their
lender to review the margin management plan
and show the lender the coverage the client
would like at add at the current, very attractive
margins. To the client’s surprise, the lender was
quite pleased to see the forward opportunities and
encouraged the client to continue adding coverage as planned.

The Capital Monitor tool allows both
the client and lender to test what if
scenarios so everyone is informed
on potential increases or decreases
in markets and how that may affect
an operations margins and their
capital requirements.

A: They want their clients and CIH to: A) Maintain
a margin management approach; keep feed
coverage in balance with hog coverage. B) Work
to develop a plan that ideally, and incrementally,
increases coverage as margins improve. C.)
Remain objective, follow through with the plan,
and make the planned adjustments as needed.
Over time, lenders want to see their clients and
CIH stay true to the margin management plan.

Interested in learning how CIH can
help your operation make better
risk managment decisions?
Give us a call at: (866) 299-9333

Q: What do lenders expect of margin management clients and CIH?
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Hog Margin Watch: August
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Dairy Margin Watch: August
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Beef Margin Watch: August
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2014 FALL/WINTER ADVANCED
BEEF MARGIN SEMINARS
Twin Falls, ID - Sept 16
Fort Morgan, CO - Oct 7
Garden City, KS - Oct 28
West Point, NE - Nov 18
Learn more: www.cihedging.com
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Exploring the Margin Approach

What a Margin Management
Plan Makes Possible
In previous articles, we discussed the topic of having a Margin Management Plan and how it can provide a roadmap or
give direction to achieving profitability within an organization. We also discussed basic components of a plan and how
one might be constructed and implemented. One of the items that perhaps didn’t get as much attention in those two
articles though is what a margin management plan makes possible.
We recently reviewed some margin management plans our clients had written that included very specific longer-term
goals to help them gain greater control over their operations. By developing a consistent approach to managing
forward margins, these producers were rewarded by viewing annual profitability targets as stepping stones to accomplishing future goals. In this article, we will share with you some success stories of producers who have employed a
Margin Management Policy over the years and what their plan has allowed them to accomplish today.

“By developing a consistent approach to managing
forward margins, these producers were rewarded by
viewing annual profitability targets as stepping
stones to accomplishing future goals.”

A pork producer in the Upper Midwest committed to a longer term goal of expanding their production through additional
sow ownership. They developed a margin management plan to achieve set profitability targets in order to start building
equity for their expansion plans. As equity built in the operation following a few good years of profitability, the company
began talks of expanding and doubling their production. The plan had been approved by ownership and required
additional capital from the company’s lender to get the project underway. Discussions with the lender began in late
2011 when the company disclosed their forward hedge positions that represented future profits for the organization at
historically strong levels for all of 2012 production. As the year progressed and discussions continued with the lender,
the profitability of hog producers on the open market changed dramatically, going from a historically strong level to an
extremely poor situation that represented large losses. Still hedged, the operation showed its lender how their 2012
year would pan out. In addition, they also had the ability to show what the profitability on the proposed expansion
production would look like for the initial farrowings, as well as their plan on managing that forward risk. The consistency
of positive margins in previous years coupled with a well-defined plan gave the lender confidence to outlay capital for
expansion during one of the worst times of profitability for a hog producer in the last 20 years, and as a result, they are
now reaping large returns on that additional production today.
Another pork producer in the Western Corn Belt had been working through a margin management plan determining
how profitability would be protected over the years. This producer was at a competitive disadvantage relative to his
peers given that the operation had to purchase weaned pigs on the open market as they did not own sows. This added
to the operation’s costs and resulted in tighter margins. The producer modified his margin management plan to achieve
multiple goals, but principally wanted to gain greater control of the bottom line by owning their pig supply. Over three
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years of wild profitability swings on the open market, the operation achieved steady returns following their margin management plan and eventually was able to purchase enough sows to reach the same output that they had been producing the
previous three years. With the main goal accomplished, the producer modified his margin management plan to focus on
growing the sow herd and expanding production. Over the past five years, this operation has taken control of their pig
supply and has also doubled their previous production, achieving two separate long-term goals the company had defined as
strategically important.
As a third example, a dairy producer had been new to using futures and options as contracting tools, but understood the
importance of having a plan and setting targets to protect profitability. This was particularly evident to the producer following
the devastating negative margins suffered in the open market during 2009 into early 2010. This operation had issues in the
past sourcing feed for the dairy herd and wanted to alleviate that burden. After some time educating himself on futures and
options through his consultant, the dairy producer incorporated strategies in the company’s margin management plan that
allowed for flexibility to participate in better margins over time. Posting performance bonds and meeting margin calls were
things this operation could not support, so using a combination of cash contracts along with options that complimented
those positions allowed the producer to retain flexibility in their pricing. Challenging as it was to spend money on option
premium, the dairy executed this new plan while continuing the operation’s typical cash transactions. The flexibility proved
useful as margins began a period of volatility, and having the ability to manage the option positions over time resulted in
better margins than initial expectations. Today, the dairy now owns enough crop ground to feed the operation’s herd and
also has excess to sell on the open market.
Well-defined, long-term goals and consistency in managing forward margins are the common threads among all three of
these success stories. Regardless of the operation’s goal or industry, a structured, disciplined approach to managing
profitability can be the most powerful tool a producer has to attain the goals it sets out to achieve. Building a margin management plan that visualizes each year as a building block to achieving these goals has contributed to the success and
growth in these operations over time. What are your goals and how will you set out to achieve them? What is your plan?

Watch Videos of Actual Producers
discussing their real-life experience
with the margin approach.
www.cihedging.com/testimonials
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Corn Margin Watch: August
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Soybeans Margin Watch: August
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Wheat Margin Watch: August
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